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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS NO. RDSO/ELRS/SMI/48
1. Title

Adjustment of lead angle of control cylinder of tap changer type N32 HBB 
make.

2. Application to class of locomotives
All locos fitted with N 32 tap changers.

3. Object of special maintenance instructions
It  has  been  reported  by  some  sheds  that  they  adjust  the  sector  lever 
movement (lead angle of control cylinder) in case SMGR is found to have 
sluggish operation. Normally this adjustment is not to be disturbed. SMGR 
stuck up/sluggish operation is due to any of the following reasons :
(i) 'U" section ring perished 

(Ref. RDSO/ELRS/SMI/20)
(ii) Incorrect setting of control block 

(Ref. RDSO/ELRS/SMI/22)
(iii) Strainer in pneumatic circuit ineffective 

(Ref. RDSO/ELRS/SMI/10)
(iv) Control lever guide pin jammed 

(Ref. RDSO/ELRS/SMI/46)
In cases where lead angle of control cylinder  has already been distunned, 
follow the procedure as given below to report at the same.

4. Instruction drawing
RDSO SK EL 3070

5. Instructions
The setting of the sector lever movement  (lead angle of control  cylinder) 
should  not  be  disturbed  even  during  the  overhaul  of  tap  changer.  For 
dismantling the control cylinder for overhaul, remove hollow bolts 4425 and 
air lines 4427 and 4428. Unscrew nuts 4418 at screwed pin 4416. By doing 
this,  attention  can  be  given  to  piston,  cylinder  etc.  ON  NO ACCOUNT 
UNSCREW  NUTS  4413  AND  4415,  OTHERWISE  PISTION  STROKE 
HAS TO BE RESET AFTER REASSEMBLY.



In case, if the piston stroke has already been disturbed, due to any reason, the 
following procedure should be adopted for readjustment. 
Stop air  supply and release the valve plungers. Give 'notching up' signal and 
with the signal still persisting, read the can shaft rotating with the help of can 
plate 6202. Adjust it to 750 with the help of setting screw 4406 in the front. 
Similarly with the 'notching down' signal adjust to 750 on the other side, with 
the help of setting screw 4406. on the back.  After this adjustment is over, 
check once again for 750 lead in both directions. Secure setting screws (4406) 
by fixing pins (4407) on both sides.

6. Agency of implementation
Railways - on locos in service

7. Reference
i) BBC Instruction Manual AM 91001E para 7.3.5, page 61
ii) HBB SWT 5013.

8. Distribution 
As per list enclosed 

Encl : 1. RDSO SK EL 3070 
              2. Distribution list
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